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In electrical contacts, thin films of nickel and gold or silver are traditionally plated on
top of a copper base plate to provide corrosion resistance and wear protection. Most
recently, the rising cost of noble metals and intensified competition in manufacturing
technology has driven the industry towards thinner plating layers, which gives rise to
questions regarding how interfacial contact and wear is affected by plating thickness
and material characteristics. This study uses a combination of finite element analysis
and ex-situ wear measurement to determine the effect of gold plating thickness on
wear performance under linear reciprocating sliding contact. Correlations between
predicted and measured results lead to insight into the stress state within the multi-
layer system under contact conditions as well as a wear map for gold platings that can
be used to inform future connector designs. The middle layer material, Ni, is relatedly
inexpensive, but takes a relatively long time to deposit. Because this deposition time
has a direct influence on the cost of manufacturing, it is important to reduce the
Ni thickness as well. This project thus determines how different combinations of Ni
and Au properties influence wear and subsurface layer exposure, which is critical for
determining the makeup of future, low-cost, connector designs.
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Appendix 1
Introduction - Overview of
Research
1.1 Motivation
The focus of this research is to determine the primary influencers on wear in gold
platings in a Cu/Ni/Au layered stack, and to correlate Au wear and coating thickness
with Ni surface exposure.
The primary motivation for this project pertains to reduction of connector manu-
facturing costs through reduced plating thicknesses. The designated top layer mate-
rial, Au, is relatively expensive, and thus the industry is motivated to make the Au
layer as thin as possible. This project will therefore determine the thinnest acceptable
Au plating thickness that can be used in practice.
A secondary source of motivation involves the need to determine the influence of
varying Au and Ni alloying on the overall durability of the connector stack. In regards
to Au, the Au is typically hardened with Cobalt in manufacturing via reduction in
grain size. However, a byproduct of this hardening was increasing brittleness of the
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alloy, which may have been a contributor to accelerated wear due to the consequential
surface micro-cracks and the transition from adhesive wear to abrasive wear under
sliding load. It is therefore useful to determine how different Au alloys, with varying
elastic moduli, will affect the wear resistance of the surface. In regards to the Ni layer,
nickel sulfamate is usually employed as the Ni alloy in the connector stack. However,
there is speculation that using nickel phosphorus, a harder alloy, as the Ni material
in the connector stack will result in increased durability. This project will determine
if this is the case, and in so doing provide valuable information for future materials
use.
This work will provide a crucial connection between connector coating thickness
and its wear resistance, and will thus serve as a guide for electrical contact manufac-
turers who seek to determine the minimum allowable noble metal coating thickness.
By enabling the minimization of noble metal plating thicknesses, this work will help to
provide significant amounts of material cost savings to the electrical contact industry.
1.1.1 Previous Studies
Gold is one of the most desirable materials to use on electrical contacts due to its
excellent corrosion resistance, high electrical and thermal conductivities. Electroplat-
ing techniques have made it possible for the industry to mass-produce electroplated
gold on electrical connectors. To save the cost, thin gold layers are commonly em-
ployed, typically with ranges from less than one micrometer to a few micrometer in
thickness. The high cost of noble metals has driven the industry towards thinner
plating layers. With thinner coating layers being increasingly used, questions arise as
to the interfacial contact and wear mechanisms during sliding contact. Mild plastic
deformation (i.e., burnishing) is considered to be the most desirable wear mechanism.
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However, with thinner films, more severe wear has been recently observed—most
likely due to the decreased ability of thinner films to accommodate interfacial shear
during sliding. Therefore, a question arises concerning the degree by which the wear
resistance of a coating will diminish as it becomes increasingly thin.
Tian and his group [7] experimentally studied fretting failure of gold coated ball
and plate. They found that the high shear at the nickel-brass interface would initiate
surface and interface cracks after gold coating was pushed out in the direction of
fretting. Oxidization of the brass substrate would cause wear debris detach and accu-
mulate at the interface when contact resistance starts to increase. Hannel and Fouvry
[8] concluded from their 2D FEM results comparison with experimental observation
on fretting regime that sliding transition and consequently the electrical performance
of the contact can conveniently be predicted if the cyclic hardening behavior of the
material and the friction law of the tribosystem are correctly identified. To further
understand adhesion and fracture on performance and reliability of films, Moody and
his collaborators [9] conducted nanoscale tests on various thicknesses of gold films
and was able to extract adhesion energy at the interfaces. According to the delami-
nation theory of wear [10, 11] proposed by Suh and Jahanmir, dislocations generated
near the thin film surface can be eliminated resulting in a low density dislocation
zone that helps the layer deform continuously without appreciable strain-hardening
and subsequent fracture. As much as these have been widely accepted, experimenta-
tion limitations and limited insights as to what is going on in the coating-substrate
system under reciprocating sliding have driven us to incorporate numerical modeling
technique. Fundamental knowledge of the wear modes of coatings of various thick-
nesses will provide critical information about the reliability of plating choices, and
will thus inform future connector designs By correlating between mechanical stress
and measured wear volume, Tanage et al. [12] found a good correlation between the
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two by investigation the stresses and wear scar cross-section. However, this simplified
model can only handle pure indentation, material failure under sliding contact has
been completely ignored.
1.2 Objectives
The objective of this work is to combine a series of finite element method (FEM)
simulations with experimental wear observations to develop a predictive map of wear
modes for soft coatings on hard substrates in electrical connector interfaces. The
FEM simulations will use the ABAQUS software tool to predict the stress and strain
fields of the coating, interlayer, and substrate during sliding contact with a hemi-
spherical counterface. Corresponding experimental measurements will be conducted
using a linear reciprocating tribometer (i.e., friction and wear tester), and the result-
ing surface wear will be observed through microscopy and 3-D surface profilometry.
By correlating the stress/strain fields from simulation to the measured wear from
experiment, a comprehensive view of the wear resistance of various coating/substrate
combinations will be determined. The results will be aggregated into an overall map
that predicts wear resistance as a function of Au and Ni plating thicknesses and
material properties.
The major milestones for this project involves:
• Determination of sensitivity of Au wear to Au and Ni thicknesses, mechanical
properties, and coefficient of friction (COF).
• Determination of mechanical properties (elastic modulus, hardness) of various
Au and Ni alloys.
• Validation of FEM simulations of Cu/Ni/Au sliding wear.
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• Completion of wear measurements, with observations of wear mode dependency
on Ni thickness and and Au/Ni alloy compositions.
• Validation of wear map, showing the effect of the most important parameters
(as determined from the sensitivity study) on wear.
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1.3 Thesis Structure
Chapter 1 gives an overview of the research motivations and objectives. It also
lists the major milestones for this project. Chapter 2 highlights the factors that af-
fect the reliability of electrical connectors, in particular focuses on the materials that
influence the tribological performance of electrical contacts. Chapter 3 presents the
wear experimentation and nano-sale material characterization on coating’s mechan-
ical property and adhesion energy. Chapter 4 demonstrates the development of the
FEM contact model and shows the satisfactory correlation of numerical results to
experimental measurements. Chapter 5 illustrates the construction of the predictive
wear map, along with the mathematical equation from nonlinear curve-fitting. This
chapter also utilizes the equation to predict the severity of nickel exposure. Chapter
6 conducts a series of FEM parametric studies to investigate the influence on von
Mises stress in the gold layer, by changing the elasticity of Au and Ni, also by varying
the Ni plating thickness, and Chapter 7 draws the conclusion.
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Appendix 2
The Reliability of Electrical
Connectors
2.1 Introduction on Electrical Connectors
Steadily increasing energy consumption in densely populated areas imposes se-
vere operating conditions on transmission and distribution systems, which have to
carry greater loads than in the past and operate at higher temperatures. Also new
economical designs of electrical connectors have pushed the connector closer to the
limits permitted by the standards. The connector is generally a weak link in the
power grid, which raises doubts about the ability of some of the connector designs
to provide effective long-term connections. The degradation rate of power connectors
in service cannot be determined precisely, which makes maintenance scheduling diffi-
cult. There are two main reasons for this: first, there is a general lack of awareness of
the problem, since connection deterioration is a time-related process; and second, the
specific features of connection deterioration are not readily recognizable, because the
failure of a power connection is usually associated with thermal runaway, thus making
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Figure 2.1: Eletrical contacts manufactured by TE Connectivity. Ltd
identification of the degradation mechanism difficult. The adverse consequences of
this situation are reflected in the materials specifications for electrical joints, their
use and care, and the general reliability of the entire power network. In addition,
mounting evidence demonstrates that the measures currently used by manufacturers
to qualify connectors do not satisfactorily reflect their ability to perform under varied
and adverse field conditions.
The primary purpose of an electrical connection is to permit the uninterrupted
passage of electrical current across the contact interface. It is clear that only be
achieved if a good metal-to-metal contact is made. The processes occurring in the
contact zone are complex. Although the nature of these procedures may be different,
they are entirely governed by the same underlying phenomena, the most significant
being the degradation of the contacting interface and the associated changes in con-
tact resistance, load, temperature, and other parameters of a multi-point contact.
Fig. 2.2 shows the effect of performance factors on the reliability of electrical con-
tacts. Fig. 2.3 shows the influence of the design factors on the reliability and quality
of electrical contacts. The selected contact coatings, contact materials have determi-
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Figure 2.2: Effect of performance factors on the reliability of electrical contacts [1].
nant influences on their performance, and thus will be the focus of the study.
A connector serves to provide connection between electrical circuits, to carry the
current for the required period without overheating. The execution of a connector
is defined by the following factors: tendency to oxidation (tarnising), welding, and
corrosion; hardness; melting point; resistance to wear and friction; electrical and
thermal conductivity; and also by the operating conditions such as interrupting volt-
age, current to be carried, contact pressure, contact size, frequency of operation, and
rapidity of interruption. Practical application of connectors requires a detailed knowl-
edge of various properties of conductor materials, such as electrical, thermal physical,
chemical, mechanical and tribological characteristics. In service, solid conductors are
9
Figure 2.3: Effect of design factors on the reliability of electrical contacts [1].
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subjected to various mechanical and thermal stresses and also environmental effects.
Connectors can be broadly classified into three groups: light-, medium-, and
heavy-duty connectors according to their current-carrying capacity and their func-
tional operation.
• Light-duty connectors are devices carrying very low flows (below 5 A), operating
at voltages up to 250 V. The successful operation of these devices depends
mainly on maintaining relatively low and stable contact resistance, and also on
the selection of the contact materials.
• Medium-duty connectors are those carrying appreciably higher currents, and
operating at voltages up to 1000 V. The factors governing contact material
selection to meet the very severe operating conditions are tendency to welding,
material transfer and erosion. Applications of this group are control devices for
industrial, domestic and distribution network applications.
• Heavy-duty connectors carry very high currents(up to tens of kA) and operate
at very high voltages. These are mostly found in electrical distribution and
transmission systems.
Also the connectors can be classified according to their applications, such as: plug-
and-socket connectors, wire connectors, bolted connectors, insulation piercing con-
nectors, etc..
2.2 Materials for Electrical Connectors
Because of the relatively small size of these connectors it is difficult to design them
in a way as to supply high normal loads that could facilitate the fracture and dis-
placement of insulating oxide and corrosion films on uncoated base metal substrates.
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Table 2.1: Nominal plating thicknesses [1].
Hard golds 1.25 µm; military, aggressive environments, high-reliability,
life-threatening applications 0.75 µm;
common industrial applications 0.75 µm;
Palladium and 80Pd20Ni alloy Generally used with a gold flash 0.75-1.25 µm
normal industrial applications where high levels durability
are required
Tin 2.5-5 µm; non-critical applications
Nickel 5 µm; where relatively high forces can be used;
protected environments; common as underplate.
Silver 5-15 µm; when plated on copper, 5 µm results in a mixed
Cu/Ag chemistry.
Therefore, it is necessary to modify the contact metals so as to provide low contact
resistance during the lifetime of the connector. Coatings are typically applied to
the substrate by eletrolytic and electroless deposites, clad metals, fused metal layers,
weldments, and from physical processes such as ion implantation and vacuum evapo-
ration. The purpose of a contact finish is to upgrate the contact substrate’s properties
such as its oxidation, tarnish, and corrosion resistance, electrical conductivity, dura-
bility, frictional properties and solderability. Table 2.1 describes the thicknesses of
common contact platings in electronic connectors.
2.2.1 Plating materials - Gold
Gold has excellent tarnish and oxidation resistance, but is very soft and susceptible
to mechanical wear, metal transfer and welding. It is widely applied in computers
and telecommunication and data transmission devices where operating currents are
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not more than 0.5 A.
Hard gold contains a low percentage of nickel or cobalt. It has an unique ability to
resist adhesive wear compared to clad metals. A layer of flashed gold can be put on a
clad metal to improve its resistance to wear due to adhesion. Hard golds are the best
choice for the finish in most applications. As they have noble metal properties, they
are less prone to formation of films than any other metal. However, they are subject
to pore corrosion and surface film creep in aggressive environments when in contact
with certain base metals, such as for copper substrate, Cu2S will form and spread on
the surface. Pores are defects in a coating which expose the underlying metal, the
underplate, or the underplate and substrate. Intrinsic porosity in electrodeposited
coatings originates in materials such as oxide particles in the substrate surface, even
after rigorous cleaning. Particulates from inadequately filtered plating solutions may
co-deposit and cause porosity that might lead to localized corrosion and degradations.
2.2.2 Plating materials - Nickel
Nickel is inexpensive, but is covered with a tough oxide that must be broken to
make a good electrical contact. It and its alloys are suitable for a wide variety of
applications, the majority of which involve corrosion and heat resistance. It increases
the composite hardness of the deposit thereby reducing sliding wear, also it acts as a
diffusion barrier for copper and other metals.
2.2.3 Copper and copper alloys
Copper is soft and ductile metal with high conductivity and excellent weldability
and solderability. By rolling and drawing, a variety of eletrical products such as wires,
sheets, tubes, shaped bars, and flat busbars can be manufactured. Copper useful for
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electrical applications must be brought about by careful refining treatments such as
electrolytic refining which removes Ag, Au, As, Sb and other impurities. At room
temperature, an oxide layer, Cu2O, forms which protects the surface from further
oxidation and is a semiconductor. The use of copper near the sea coast is undesirable,
since the salts present in the air can cause severe corrosion.
Bronzes
This category encompasses high Cu-Sn alloys. The tin concentration ranges from
5% to 15%. All bronzes have superior mechanical properties but inferior electrical
properties relative to copper. The electrical resistivity of bronze can be 2 - 20 times
that of electrolytic copper. Bronzes for electrical applications contain less tin and
other metals than bronzes for structural applications, for which mechanical properties
and corrosion resistance are determining factors.
Brasses
Theses are alloys containing nominally 15 - 40% Zn. Addition of other metals such
as Mn, Ni, and Al improves their mechanical strength. Due to their low conductivity,
typical electrical uses for brasses are conduits, sockets and receptable contact plates.
2.3 Tribology of Separable Electrical Contacts
Separable electrical contacts can be considered as current-passing tribo-systems for
which friction, wear, and lubrication problems are essential. The performance of the
contacts is greatly governed by friction and wear. When designing separable contacts,
one should take into account the applied force, wear resistance, and durability. The
most complex problem is to ensure a combination of minimal wear and minimal
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contact resistance. Connector life, cost, and especially reliability are determined in
large part by sliding wear and fretting phenomena.
When two touching surfaces are in a relative motion, shearing forces develop lead-
ing to surface deformation, friction, mechanical wear, and so on. Friction originates
from the deformation and shearing of surface asperities. Adhesive wear occurs when
both the surface and subsurface of mating bodies are subjected to mechanical stresses
that lead to material loss.
Winkler’s model could be used here to further describe the elastic behavior of
soft-coated system. The model treats the contact surface as a set of springs with
spring stiffness ks (N/m
3). According to the laws of elasticity, the displacement uz of





where p is the contact pressure (Pa), E ′ (Pa) is a combined elastic modulus of the
contact. It could also be written as:
p = ksuz (2.2)
According to Rennie and Sawyer [13], the normal load Fn for quasi-static indenta-
tion of two spheres can be found by integrating equation 2.2 over the circular contact
of diameter 2b in polar coordinates, where r is the radial coordinate going from 0 to
















In eq. 2.3, R′ is the composite radius of curvature, and the spring stiffness here
is a function of the gold stiffness kAu and the nickel stiffness kNi.
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Figure 2.4: A contact schematic (not to scale) showing the Winkler model.
Referring to the adhesion theory of friction [14], the frictional force resulting from
the shearing of the asperities within the contact zone, is given by eq. 2.4.
Fs = τ · A (2.4)
where A is the real contact area, and τ is the shear strength. Combining eq. 2.3






It’s not hard to imagine the spring constant of the coated system ks is stiff when
gold is thin because kNi is substantially larger than kAu. As the gold thickness
increases, ks is mainly determined by the soft gold, which results in a low stiffness and
a subsequent large area A. Meanwhile, the shear strength τ is the shearing ability of
the softer material in the system. The thicker the coating, the easier it is to undertake
plastic flow and interfacial shear.
Another requirement of metallic film lubricants is that mating surfaces be rela-
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tively smooth and conform well so that the load is supported without major plastic
deformation of surface asperities, and little permanent deformation of the substrate.
There should not be any slip between the metallic film and its substrate, so that the





Test substrates are as rolled CuSn4 (UNS C51100) phosphor bronze substrates
with specified incoming average roughness (Ra) of 51 nm. The average of 5 roughness
measurements of incoming stock was 55 nm as measured by optical interferometry.
Substrate dimensions are 25 x 37 mm x 1.3 mm thick for the flat specimens. The
hemispherical “cap” specimens were stamped from the same raw stock to generate a
6 mm radius diameter hemisphere.
Prior to plating, samples were cleaned using an alkaline electro-cleaning process
followed by an acid etch. Samples were then plated with 1.27 mm matte nickel
(Ni) from a Ni sulfamate bath. The current density for the plating was 5.4 ASD.
After rinsing, the samples were immediately plated in a cobalt (Co) hardened gold
(Au) bath. The Au purity is greater than 99.7%. As indicated in the experimental
matrix, Au plating thicknesses were plated at 88 nm, 0.25 µm, 0.38 µm, and 1.27 µm
respectively. Plating time was held constant and current density was varied to achieve
appropriate deposit thickness. The Au plating thicknesses were verified by X-ray
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fluorescence and focused ion beam (FIB) cross sections
3.2 Test configuration
The overall design of wear apparatus (CETR-UMT3) follows the traditional setup
of a pin-on-plate wear apparatus, but for the specifications of this experiment a cap-
on-plate configuration was selected, see Fig. 3.1. The apparatus was constructed to
provide the most relevant information pertaining to the behavior of the gold substrate
layer under specified conditions (force, displacement, substrate composition, cycle
count). This test consists of a spherical cap sliding against a flat plate shown in
Fig. 3.2. In order to study the wear performance of gold film with varying thickness,
the cap and plate combination were maintained at equal gold plating thickness with
humidity RH = 50 − 70%. The stroke length was 2 mm and held at a constant
velocity (2 mm/sec) under 0.5 N, 1 N, 2 N normal load, respectively. To make several
adjacent wear tracks on one specimen, a translation stage with an incremental shift at
the end of each cyclic run was placed into the software script to control the procedure.
The entire apparatus was placed on top of a damped base and inside a sound box to
ensure minimal background noise and reduce disturbance from outside sources.
3.3 Wear Measurement
Wear measurements were conducted on tested Cu/Ni/Au samples by first observ-
ing the mean height (i.e., zero point) of the unworn surface, then subtracting the
volume above the zero point from the volume beneath the surface within the wear
scar. Figure 3.3 shows the 3D wear scar images of gold plated samples under 200
g load after 500 cycles. Deep wear track with Nickel exposed on the surface was
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Figure 3.1: CETR cap-on-flat reciprocating sliding configuration.
Figure 3.2: Schematics of the Cu/Ni/Au multi-layered flats used in the experiment.
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Figure 3.3: Wear scars at N = 500 cycles, 200 g applied load. Gold thickness from
left to right: 88 nm, 0.25 µm, 0.38 µm, 1.27 µm
observed on 88 nm thickness of gold coated sample. For the sample with a 1.27 µm
gold layer, the wear track was smooth, and gold remained functional as a protective
layer.
The wear volume evolution of each sample is shown in Fig. 3.4, 3.5, 3.6. In all
cases, the material wear evolved in a logarithmic manner wherein the wear volume
grew significantly early in the test, then approached a constant level in an asymptotic
manner as the sliding cycles increased. For all loads tested, the samples with the
thinnest Au film (88 nm) experienced the greatest amount of wear. The wear volume
that was observed in the samples with Au thicknesses of 0.38 µm and 1.27 µm were
approximately equal. Samples with Au film thickness of 0.25 µm showed the wear
volume to almost directly bisect the wear of the samples of Au film thicknesses of
88 nm and 0.38 µm. Because the wear volume increased noticeably from 0.38 µm to
0.25 µm but remained constant between 0.38 µm and 1.27 µm, it was experimentally
proved that an Au thickness of 0.38 µm was the critical film thickness.
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Figure 3.4: Measured wear volume per unit length for varying Au film thicknesses,
with an applied load of 50 g (0.5 N).
Figure 3.5: Measured wear volume per unit length for varying Au film thicknesses,
with an applied load of 100 g (1 N).
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Figure 3.6: Measured wear volume per unit length for varying Au film thicknesses,
with an applied load of 200 g (2 N).
3.4 Material Characterization: Nano-indentation
and Nano-scratch Testing
3.4.1 Nano-indentation
Materials in nano-scale has been reported to behave substantially different than
they are in bulk. Many factors could affect the property such as: the grain size,
crystal orientation, dislocation density, etc. A wide range of Young’s moduli and yield
strengths can be realized in electrodeposited films depending on the annealing times,
temperature, and plating current density. The electrodeposited film can also contain
large localized residual stresses that could be linked to its mechanical behavior.
Nanoindentations were carried out using a nanoindenter (MTS XP System equipped
with the CSM attachment) to determine the elastic modulus and yield strength of
the Au and Ni films, as well as the stress-strain curve; these material properties are
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to be used as inputs for the FEM simulations. Tests were conducted using a linear
load-unload curve with varying maximum normal load. By using this method the
Young’s modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio for diamond were taken as 1140
GPa and 0.07, respectively. Poisson’s ratio for Au was taken as 0.42.
Nanoindentation where indentation depths can be as small as a few nanometers,
is most commonly employed to measure the elastic modulus and the hardness of the
sample material [15]. According to Hertz’s theory from [16], the frictionless contact











where P is the contact pressure, Eeff is the effective Young’s modulus, Reff denotes
effective radius of the indenter and the sample. he is the elastic indentation depth.
It is, however, important to note that this unloading is no longer from a flat sample
surface, because the sample typically experiences significant levels of inelastic strains
in the loading segment. Applying Hertz’s model to the unloading segment of the
measured load–displacement curve permits an estimation of the Young’s modulus. In
the Oliver–Pharr method [15], eq. 3.1 is recast as [17]:









where Sf is the load-frame stiffness, given by instrument manufacturer (5.5 MN/m)
and Ss is the stiffness of the system. The contact depth, hc, compared to the distance
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from the circle of contact to the maximum penetration depth, is given by:








2Rthc − (hc)2 (3.5)













if and only if all assumptions made in its derivation (i.e., atomically flat surface,
surface perpendicular to tip, isotropic material, and perfectly spherical shape) are
valid. The left side is defined as the indentation stress; the expression in parentheses,
to the right, is defined as the indentation strain.
All tests were carried out with an allowable drift rate of 0.05 nm/s. The harmonic
displacement for the CSM was 2 nm with a frequency of 45 Hz. A variation on the
method of Oliver and Pharr [15] is to locate the zero point where S first meets or
exceeds 200 N/m. This is based on an assumption that while the tip is hanging free,
other factors such as vibration produce values below 200 N/m, and that this small
value first appears when the tip makes contact with the surface. The Zero-correction
Method [18] was then applied to the load-displacement results to calculate the stress-
strain variation. This method relies on applying a constant displacement shift (δ)
to the displacement data, then calculating the resulting variation between contact
stiffness (S = dP/dhe) and contact radius (a) during the indent. By doing this, a
back-extrapolation could be achieved to the data that originally contains high signal-
to-noise ratio and was considered fictitious. A linear regression calculation was then
performed on the S − a curve, assuming that the curve had a y-intercept of zero.
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Figure 3.7: Nanoindentation measurements of Au on a Cu-Ni-Au sample (repeat
measurements shown). The Au film thickness was 0.5 µm. (a) load-displacement
curve, (b) stress-strain curve.
Figure 3.8: Nanoindentation measurements of Au on a Cu-Ni-Au sample (repeat
measurements shown). The Au film thickness was 1.27 µm. (a) load-displacement
curve, (b) stress-strain curve.
The appropriate displacement shift δc corresponded to the S − a curve with the
best-fitted linear regression. Therefore, by incrementally varying δ, calculating the
S − a curve, then calculating the linear regression and fitting parameter R2, the
appropriate displacement shift δc (corresponding to the which results in a maximized
R2 value), was determined. The stress-strain curve was then calculated from the
shifted data. The resulting load-displacement and stress-strain results of Au are
shown in Figs 3.7 and 3.8 for Au thicknesses of 0.5 µm and 1.27 µm, respectively.
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Figure 3.9: Nanoindentation measurements of Ni on a Cu-Ni sample (repeat mea-
surements shown). The Ni film thickness was 1.27 µm. (a) load-displacement curve,
(b) stress-strain curve.
The load-displacement and stress-strain results of the Ni films are shown in Fig. 3.9.
The elastic modulus of each film was calculated from the slope of the stress-strain
curve in its linear, elastic region. The yield strength, meanwhile, was determined
from a method given by Yeheskel et al. In this approach, the point at which the
stress-strain curve deviated from linearity was taken as the yield point, as it was
considered to be the point where plastic flow is initiated.
From the nanoindentation measurements and subsequent calculations, the elastic
modulus and yield strength were ascertained, as shown in Table 3.1. The measured
Au elastic modulus from our study was found to be significantly larger than that of
bulk Au (E = 78 GPa), and larger than the measured modulus of thin film Au from
past literature (E = 100 GPa). It was surmised that this difference may have been
attributed to the following:
• The relative thinness of the Au film could cause the Ni substrate to influence
the Au nanoindentation measurements.
• The relatively large surface roughness may cause increased error in the mea-
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Figure 3.10: (a) Load-displacement and (b) stress-strain variation from nanoindenta-
tion, with Au film thickness of 88 nm. The different curves shown represent repeat
tests.
surements.
To mitigate these two effects, a series of nanoindentation tests were conducted
on relatively smooth (RMS roughness of Rq = 0.077 µm) Cu/Ni/Au samples with
Au thicknesses of 1.27 µm, and 2.57 µm. Similar to the previous set of tests, the
current nanoindentation measurements were conducted using a linear load-unload
curve with varying maximum normal load, followed by a Zero-Correction Method
post-processing operation to calculate the stress-strain curves. The resulting load-
displacement and stress-strain results of Au are shown in Figs 3.10 and 3.11 for Au
thicknesses of 1.27 µm and 2.57 µm, respectively. The resulting elastic modulus and
yield strength measurements were found as shown in Table 3.2. For reference, the
elastic modulus and yield strength for bulk Au are 78 GPa and 205 MPa, respectively,
while comparative thin film Au property measurements are given in Table. 3.2. It
must be noted that Co-hardened Au was used for all measurements. According to
[Lo et al]. , the main effect of Co-hardening is to reduce the Au grain size, thus
emphasizing grain boundary-based strengthening (i.e., increased yield strength) in
accordance with the Hall-Petch [19] relation. However, the elastic modulus of the
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Figure 3.11: (a) Load-displacement and (b) stress-strain variation from nanoindenta-
tion, with Au film thickness of 1.27 µm. The different curves shown represent repeat
tests.
Figure 3.12: (a) Load-displacement and (b) stress-strain variation from nanoindenta-
tion, with Au film thickness of 2.57 µm. The different curves shown represent repeat
tests.
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Co-hardened Au was found to be lower than that of bulk Au; this was determined to
be a by-product of grain boundary refinement.





Au, 0.5 µm thick 112.5±9 GPa 291±4 MPa
Au, 1.27 µm thick 112±7 GPa 468±100 MPa
Ni, 1.27 µm thick 137±3 GPa 924±80 MPa
Nanoindentation was also performed on Cu/Ni coupons to determine the mechani-
cal properties of Ni films. From the load-displacement and corresponding stress-strain
curve, the elastic modulus was found to be 137±3 GPa, while the yield strength was
found to be 924±80 MPa. For reference, the modulus and yield strength for bulk
Ni are 210 GPa and 317 MPa , respectively. Thin film Ni properties, given from
literature, are shown in Appendix B.
In regards to the hardening effect on modulus: stated there are conflicting results
Table 3.2: Zero-correction method used in measuring elastic modulus and yield





Au, 1.27 µm thick 66±2 GPa 385±6 MPa
Au, 2.57 µm thick 71±5 GPa 353±50 MPa
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in the literature regarding the variation of elastic modulus E with grain size in nano-
crystalline materials. Most of the experimental results indicate a reduction in E
when the grain size is reduced to the nano-scale, although some results show almost
no grain size effect. Many of the authors attribute the decrement of E to porosity
and assumed the E of the material itself as independent of the grain size. Therefore,
the reduction in E with Co-hardening, if grain size reduction is the primary factor,
does make sense.
In regards to yield strength: The dislocation pile-up mechanism says the dislo-
cations pile up against the grain boundary under an applied stress τs; the stress at
the boundary τp (pile up stress) is a function of τs and τi (internal stress), which
the latter is larger for bigger grain size on the macro-scale due to the larger number
of dislocation compared to that for a smaller grain size on a nano-scale [20]. Thus
materials in nanoscale requires a larger τs to create a pile up stress that passes τcritical
(τp ≥ τcritical) for dislocation slip and plastic deformation which results in a higher
yield strength, see eq. 3.7.
τp = n(τs − τi) (3.7)
The dislocation density mechanism might also explain the phenomena that the
dislocation density ρ is greater in nano-scale material than bulk which impedes the
formation and motion of new dislocations to accommodate strain gradients and results
in higher yield stress [20].
Based on [19] relation it is expected that the local yielding in the areas of the
smaller grains requires a higher stress. Therefore, yielding first occurs in the areas
of the largest grain. Global yielding then takes place when plastic flow spreads from
large grains to smaller ones. However, it is also been reported that in thin films due
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Table 3.3: Nanoscratch test parameters.
Parameters Value
Gold plating thickness 500 nm and 1.27 µm
Tip radius 5 µm
Progressive maximum load 50 mN and 100 mN
Scratch distance 3 mm
Scratch speed 50 µm/s
Surface roughness 0.248 µm
to its very fine grains and substrate effect, it might not follow the Hall-Petch relation.
Additional factors, such as residual stress should not be neglected when considering
the hardness or yield strength in thin films.
3.4.2 Nano-scratch Testing
A series of nanoscratch tests were performed to determine the energy of adhesion
between the Ni and Au layers. The test parameters are given in Table 3.3.
The tests were performed under linearly ramping load, with ex-situ SEM/EDS
measurement used to determine the critical load Lc needed to delaminate the gold
overlayer. Once the critical load is determined, it is to be used to determine the work










where µc is the coefficient of friction, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, A1 is the cross-
sectional area of scratch, E is the elastic modulus, Wa is the work of adhesion, and t
is the coating thickness. The lateral force (Fig. 3.13) was measured from each of the
scratches. The critical load for delamination was not obvious from sole observation of
the lateral force. SEM images, combined with EDS observation, was conducted at TE
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Figure 3.13: Lateral force variation across scratch under linearly ramping load: (a)
Au thickness of 0.5 µm), (b) Au thickness of 1.27 µm.
Figure 3.14: SEM image of the lateral scratch on Au (thickness 0.5 µm), showing the
distance to the breakthrough point.
Connectivity on the scratched samples to determine the length of the breakthrough
point (BP) from the beginning of the scratch. The SEM micrographs of the wear
scar for the sample of t = 0.5 µm and t = 1.27 µm, as well as the depiction of the BP
length, are shown in Fig. 3.14 and 3.15. The average breakthrough point from
each of the three scratch on each sample is found. By correlating the breakthrough
point on the wear scar with the normal load variation along the scratch, the critical
load and work of adhesion were calculated (Table 3.4).
Table 3.4: Nanoscratch test parameters.
Au thickness (µm) Maximum load (mN) Critical load (mN) Work of adhesion
0.5 (Ra = 0.248 µm) 100 17.6 1.6±0.1 J/m2
1.27 (Ra = 0.248 µm) 100 57.8 5.5±0.3 J/m2
1.27 (Ra = 0.06 µm) 120 25.5 2.11±0.08 J/m2
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Figure 3.15: SEM image of the lateral scratch on Au (thickness 1.27 µm), showing
the distance to the breakthrough point.
The adhesion energy found in this nano-scratch test showed some variations com-
pared to reported literature, this may be due to the rough surface morphology which
caused the instability (e.g vibration, mechanical drift) of the diamond tip during the
”bumpy” scratch. Thus, to accurately measure the work of adhesion of the gold film,
smooth (Ra = 0.06 µm) gold-coated (t = 1.27 µm) samples were brought to the same
nano-scratch test, and the calculated result is shown in Table 3.4. The work of




4.1 Essentials of FEM
4.1.1 Introduction
Failure of the electrical connectors is caused primarily by induced wear during
the plug and unplug handling of the devices, thermal induced stresses when devices
are under operation (e.g. the sensors in automobile, processors in your desktop com-
puter), or premature wear/damage caused by vibration and shocking during trans-
portation. The removal of the surface Au coating will expose the underplate Nickel
material, resulting rise in the contact resistance due to the development of non-
conducting oxides. Among all the causes, wear is the most dominant failure mech-
anism observed. Consequently, wear assessment of the solder joint failure process is
paramount in ensuring the reliability of a device.
The finite element method (FEM) is a numerical analysis technique for obtain-
ing approximate solutions to a wide variety of engineering problems. It is especially
useful in providing insights, such as internal stresses, strain, plastic deformation, and
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Figure 4.1: Modeling flowchart showing the inputs and outputs from FEM simulation.
material degradation, to electrical contacts and micro-electrical assemblies due their
complex geometric dimensions and operation conditions. A quantitative assessment
of the reliability of the electrical contacts requires the establishment of the mechan-
ics in the contacting parts under certain sliding distance, mechanical load or ther-
mal cycle, an accurate description of the material characteristics in both nano-scale
and macro-scale. Most importantly, knowing what outputs from the simulations are
qualified and crucial for investigation and how to obtain these results in the most
computationally-efficient way is desired for using numerical tools in reliability assess-
ment. The accuracy and validity of the prediction through numerical experiments rely
on the capability of the simplified numerical model employed, the accuracy of the in-
put parameters and good engineering judgment on the calculated results. Fig. 4.1
illustrates the modeling process in using Abaqus software to simulation a cap-on-flat
sliding contact problem.
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4.1.2 Newton-Raphson Method in FE
Finite element method uses assumption of ”shape” function over the elements to
replace solution variable distribution with approximate distribution in a multi-degree
of freedom case, the displacement u(x) can be written in matrix notation:
u(x) = Nue (4.1)
where ue is vector of nodal displacement, and N is the matrix of shape func-
tions. To solve a linear problem in FE, the solution is usually solved in one step by
applying the force, invert the stiffness matrix and solve for the displacement. How-
ever, non-linearities can arise for many reasons, e.g. geometric non-linearities (large
deformation kinematics; non-linear ε - u relationship), material non-linearities (non-
linear constitutive law), and non-linear boundary conditions (surface contact). For



















Tσ(ue)dV − F = R(ue) = 0 (4.3)
Where V is the volume, F is the external force. R is the residual force. In Abaqus/Standard
(Implicit), Newton-Raphson method is typically used to take a initial guess of the
solution and iteratitively solve for R(ut+∆t) = 0 using state at t and t + ∆t until
convergence is achieved, see Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Standard Newton-Raphson method.
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Newton-Raphson method in its mathematical form is:







Convergence: | xi+1 − xi |< Tolerance and | f(xi+1) |< Tolerance
In FE, the equations are written as:
δui+1 = u
t+∆t






K(ut+∆ti )δui+1 = −R(u
t+∆t
i ) (4.6)
Here K is the tangent stiffness matrix. Convergence: | R(ut+∆ti+1 ) |< Tolerance.
4.1.3 Model Details
An accurate representation of the electrical contacts, both in terms of the dimen-
sions and physical condition(e.g. contact area, contact pressure, etc.), is required to
ensure the closest prediction on the stress and strain field. Meanwhile, it is always
a challenge to approach the highest possible modeling accuracy without making it
computationally expensive. It is desirable to model the wear formation by simulat-
ing plastic deformation, material degradation, material failure and removal, however,
each of those processes brings in additional degrees of non-linearity to the system,
resulting in greater level of difficulty in convergence. Although the aforementioned
expectations could be met, a more robust and applicable model is required, to serve
as a predictive tool in evaluating electrical contact’s wear performance.
In this study, the finite element modeling domain was designed to simulate a multi-
layered connector under sliding contact with a rigid counterface. The model consisted
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Figure 4.3: Diagram of 3D FEM setup.
of a 6 mm diameter rigid intender sliding on top of a Cu/Ni/Au layered substrate, see
Fig. 4.3. Due to symmetry, only one half of the hemispherical indenter and substrate
were modeled. The symmetry plane y = 0, where y is the coordinate perpendicular to
the z−x plane. The bottom of the plate was constrained to have it fixed throughout
the whole simulation, whereas the indentation and sliding boundary conditions were
applied to the rigid ball. The substrate and the coating layer were discretized by
about 55000 linear three-dimensional hexahedral 8-noded elements. The mesh size
at the densest mesh area in the thinnest gold-coated plate was approximately 22 nm.
The FEM model controlled the incremental size adaptively in each step according to
convergence criteria. Sliding distance is 250 µm to satisfy full gross-slip regime cri-
teria [21]. Friction coefficient used in the simulations is 0.1, typical for gold-coated
system under reciprocating sliding[1, 6]. The material properties used to calculate
stress and strain can be found in Table 4.1. Since the objective of this study is to
correlate von Mises stress with wear, we only assign elastic properties to the model.
Material undertakes high stress concentration will tend to yield and follow by plastic
deformation that leads to ploughing and material removal. The equilibrium solution
was obtained using the Newton-Raphson Iteration Method.
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Cobalt-hardened gold 71 0.42
Nickel 170 0.32
Cu (C51100) 110 0.32
4.1.4 Model Validation - Precursor to Current Work: Mod-
eling of Sliding Contact on Polymer-Coated Surfaces
In this published work, the effects of PEEK coating thickness and substrate elas-
ticity are analyzed using a 3D ball-on-flat finite element model as well as experimental
analysis using a linear reciprocating tribometer, see Fig. 4.4. The experimental tests
were performed with samples that incorporated PEEK coatings of various thicknesses
on alumina and steel substrates. It was found that under a constant normal load,
stresses, strain and energy dissipation were sensitive to both substrate material and
coating thickness. Thicker coatings were shown to provide a cushioning effect to
the substrate under high stress. Additionally, PEEK-coated alumina samples demon-
strated a lower friction coefficient than steel samples with coatings of similar thickness.
It was shown from both simulation and experiment, the optimum combination, within
the range the experiments were conducted, for minimizing residual stress and possible
fatigue damage was an alumina substrate with a relatively thick PEEK coating layer.
The paper was published in Journal Wear [22], and could be found in Appendix D.
A three-dimensional finite element model was carried out in order to further under-
stand the contact stresses, mechanical strain, and frictional forces under indentation
and linear sliding. The model consisted of a 6.5 mm radius rigid hemisphere sliding
with a normal load of W = 10N on a flat substrate with a PEEK coating of thick-
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Figure 4.4: 3D FEM model and experimentation setup in studying PEEK-coated
surfaces.
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ness t = 15 µm and t = 35 µm . The hemisphere was specified to perform a lateral
“scratch” of 500 mm displacement against the coated sample. The half-spherical tip
was set as a rigid body and the substrate to be linear-elastic. The polymer coating
layer, meanwhile, modeled elasto-plastic behavior with isotropic strain hardening.
Due to symmetry, only one half of the hemispherical indenter and substrate were
modeled. The symmetry plane z = 0, where z is the coordinate perpendicular to the
z–y plane. The bottom of the plate was constrained in all 6 degrees of freedom to
have it fixed throughout the whole simulation, whereas the load and sliding boundary
conditions were applied to the rigid ball. The FEM mesh on the substrate and the
coating layer were discretized by about 60, 000 linear three-dimensional hexahedral
8-noded elements having a total of 66, 000 nodes. The mesh size at the densest mesh
area was approximately 0.5 µm The FEM model controlled the incremental size adap-
tively in each step according to convergence criteria. The outer surface of the ball
was defined as the master surface and the coating surface as to be the slave surface.
The contact pressure–overclosure relationship used in the FEM model was chosen as
the “hard” contact model. It allowed up to n points on a surface to “overclose” by
a certain distance, hmax, before contact pressure was transmitted. If the overclosure
exceeded hmax, the contact state was changed from open to closed, the slave node is
moved back to the master surface. Contact surface roughness was considered ideally
smooth throughout each simulation. Friction was modeled using a standard Coulomb
model, wherein the frictional shear was equal to the product of coefficient of friction
and contact pressure. The input coefficient of friction was 0.6 based on PEEK to steel
under sliding condition. It is worth noting that, although the model does not simulate
adhesive force and plowing effect individually, the corresponding friction generated
from the model was a sufficient representation of both.
The plastic deformation within the PEEK coating at the end of sliding is shown
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Figure 4.5: Predicted strain distribution of PEEK-coated alumina samples at the
end of sliding.(a)15 µm thickness PEEK coating on steel substrate.(b)35 µm thick-
ness PEEK coating on steel substrate.(c)15 µm thickness PEEK coating on alumina
substrate.(d)35 µm thickness PEEK coating on alumina substrate.
in Fig. 4.5. The figures are topographical strain field maps where the spherical tip
and the substrate are invisible in order to display the deformation on the plate. The
color contours correspond to strain levels in the coating and the substrate. The 15
mm thickness coatings on both the steel and alumina substrates showed high stress
concentrations throughout the coating, whereas the simulations with thicker coatings
had concentrations of high strain along the contact surface. The red zones indicate
the locations where coating damage, debonding and material loss would most likely
occur. The predicted maximum plastic equivalent strain indicated that the steel
substrate with 15 mm thickness coating exhibits the highest plastic deformation out
of all of the observed cases. Although PEEK exhibits excellent deforming flexibility,
large deformations of this sort indicate that the coating would most likely experience
breakage and/or wear for this case. The result serves as a good reference when
compared to other group combinations, especially the alumina plate with 35 mm
coating whose maximum strain is less than 0.5. One can also observe that the thicker
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coating places the high stress concentrations on the top surface, leaving what is
underneath protected. In that sense it has a higher load carrying capacity than
thinner coating. In other words, regardless of substrate material, under a given
applied load the thicker coating demonstrated a better plastic deformation resistance.
4.2 Interpretation of Simulation Results
4.2.1 Numerical Results
A series of FEM simulations were conducted to investigate the effect of gold coat-
ing thickness on its internal stresses during sliding contact under varying normal load.
Since plastic deformation in the gold layer is a critical parameter in this wear process
and according to von Mises criterion, the plasticity threshold is linked to the elastic
shear energy, the maximum von Mises stress in the gold layer was our main interest
in looking for the best indicator to predict wear. It can be seen from Fig. 4.6 the
stresses increase in the film as the normal load increases. Although the Au film was
specified as an elasto-plastic material, no plastic deformation was found in the Au
film for any of the 0.5 N load cases; the deformation under the indenter was elastic
only. The simulation was not able to predict the burnishing-type wear that was seen
experimentally (Section 4.3). However, burnishing wear is mostly associated with the
plastic deformation of sample asperities; thus it was surmised that the lack of burnish-
ing prediction was attributable to the FEM assumption of both surfaces being ideally
smooth. Therefore, following the approach of Tangena et al., it was determined that
the wear measurements could be correlated with maximum von Mises stress from
FEM predictions. Observation of the progression of von Mises (i.e. maximum equiv-
alent) stress distribution in the Au film under 1 N normal load (Fig.4.7 )shows that in
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most cases the maximum stress occurred underneath the film, with some exceptions
where maximum stress was found on the film surface. And this observation applies
to the cases for 0.5 N normal load and 2 N normal load. Film thickness has strong
influence on the stress distribution. In Fig.4.6 the thinnest film suffers the highest
stress under 0.5 N, 1 N, 2 N normal loads. Stress relaxed by 20%-50% but remained
high when film thickness grows to 0.25 µm. It drastically dropped to a saddle point
when film thickness is between 0.38 - 0.5 µm but quickly start rising as the thickness
increases. This trend is found consistent in all cases. From Mises stress standpoint
alone, we found an optimum range of thickness where gold film suffers least stress
under cetrtain normal and tangential loading. We will discuss this phenomenon by
referring to the delamination theory of wear later in the discussion section.
4.2.2 Correlation Between Experiments and Numerical Sim-
ulation Results
The maximum predicted von Mises stress from FEM was compared with the
measured wear volume at 1500 cycles (Fig.4.10). The trend from FEM predictions
was found to compare favorably with that of experiment, showing the von Mises stress
to be highest within the Au thickness case of 88nm, and decreasing significantly as
the Au thickness was increased from 88nm to 0.38 µm. The maximum von Mises
stress was relatively constant between Au thicknesses of 0.38 µm and 1.27 µm; this
trend was similar to that of the wear that was measured in experiment (i.e., von
Mises stress proportional to wear rate). The critical gold film thickness was found in
the range of 0.38-0.5 µm. This can be referred to Fig. 4.9 which applies to all soft
metallic coated system provided the substrate surface is smooth. The figure shows
there is an optimal film thickness for miminal friction and wear. Thicker coatings
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behave as bulk material rather than provide the interface a nice shear of a thin soft
layer supported by the hard substrate.
4.2.3 The Effect of Lubrication
The use of lubricants on electrical contacts protects contact surfaces from atmo-
spheric and galvanic corrosion, reduces friction and wear, decreases the tendency for
fretting corrosion, and thereby reduces the contact resistance. Lubricants may be
described as: fluids, greases, and solids. In separable electronic connectors where
contact surfaces slide at relatively low speeds and lubricant viscosity is low, the ac-
tion of a lubricant layer occurs via boundary lubrication. In boundary lubrication,
lubricant layers are absorbed or chemisorbed on one or the two mating surfaces and
are subsequently squeezed to a thickness of molecular dimensions as the surfaces
slide over one another. The small shear strength of the squeezed fluid films leads to
reduced friction. The study conducted by Antler [23] suggested that the gold flash
only marginally improved the connector durability. It was necessary to employ a fluid
lubricant together with the gold flash in order to achieve acceptable performance.
The primary purpose of lubricant application in industry is to lower friction and
prevent wear. In design of a bearing, the objective is therefore to keep the surfaces
completely separated so that they will not rub against each other. Since most com-
mercial lubricants are insulators, this means that metallic contact is prevented entirely
and contact resistance between the sliding surfaces is very high [1]. However, the
purpose to develop lubricants for electrical contacts is to maximize and maintain a
high area of metallic contact. Anti-wear additives of a good commercial lubricant are
almost inapplicable. Antler [24] demonstrated the uneffectiveness of additives used
on gold lubricated by dilute mineral-oil solutions of lauric acid, tricresyl phosphate,
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and carbon tetrachloride.
As indicated earlier, the sliding of lubricated electrical contacts is largely in the
boundary lubrication region, where contacting surfaces effects determine lubricating
behavior. One major requisite for an acceptable lubricant is low volatility, especially
if the connector is designed for use at elevated temperatures. A lubricant should be
thermally stable and resistant to oxidation. Oxidation-inhibiting additives are some-
times used to increase lubricant chemical stability. Also the lubricant should not react
with any connector component [25] [26] [27], nor should it soften or otherwise alter
the dielectric and other organic materials of the connector and adjacent components.
Moreover, the lubricant should not interfere with the method for making a permanent
connection of a conductor to the contact by soldering, crimping, and so on. the lubri-
cant should be non-hygroscopic, because such fluids can become conductive allowing
electrical leakage between adjacent contacts and conductors, and hence promoting
corrosion. It should be able to disperse undesirable solid contaminants on the sur-
faces, such as wear debris and dusts. Non-toxicity and dermatologic acceptability are
also an obvious requirement.
In this study, the effect of coefficient of friction (µ) between the cap and the flat
surfaces was investigated. In Fig. 4.12, as von Mises stress increases with increasing
friction coefficient, a linear behavior was observed on both curves. The linearity has
been first demonstrated by [2], where the paper compared normalized von Mises stress
J2 with different friction coefficient µ, as shown in Fig. 4.11. In three-dimensional
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For details on the derivation of the equation above, please refer to reference [2].
This linearity further indicates that the change of frictional property between the
contact won’t affect our previous conclusion on the optimal gold coating thickness (It
is between 0.38 - 0.5 µm with 0.5 − 2 N load range). The infection point would still
be observed in Fig. 4.10 if the coefficient of friction changes. Thus, the conclusions
will still stand regardless of using lubricants in the test, provided the lubricants don’t
bring in additional mechanical, chemical and thermal influence on the stress field in
the coating and the subsequent wear formation.
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Figure 4.6: Predicted Max .von Mises stress vs. coating thickness under 0.5 N, 1 N
and 2 N load.
Figure 4.7: Prediction of von Mises stress evolution within Au coating as it is be-
ing compressed with 1 N load quasi-statically between a sphere (not shown) and a
multilayered flat.
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Figure 4.8: Prediction of von Mises stress evolution within Au coating as it is being
compressed with 2 N quasi-statically between a sphere (not shown) and a multilayered
flat.
Figure 4.9: Schematic of the critical film thickness of soft metallic films on a hard
substrate [1].
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Figure 4.10: Experiment/FEM comparison for an applied load of (a) 50 g (0.5 N),
(b) 100 g (1 N) and (c) 200 g (2 N). Wear measurement (after 1500 sliding cycles)
compared with the predicted maximum von Mises stress in Au film.
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Figure 4.11: The values of the maximum yield parameter in the surface [2].
Figure 4.12: The effect of friction coefficient (µ) on the Maximum von Mises stress
in gold at the end of the sliding. Black dotted line: t = 0.38 µm, µ = 0.1, 0.3, and





5.1 Experimental Wear Map and FEM Predictive
Wear Map
The tribological performance of material pairs depends heavily on the contact
conditions at the interface of the sliding materials. These conditions determine the
wear mechanisms that govern material removal.
A preliminary wear map which distinguished between mild and severe wear in
Cu/Ni/Au electrical connectors under sliding contact by interpolating wear data from
the experiments. The wear volume after N = 400 sliding cycles, collected under
various instances of applied load W and Au film thickness t, was primarily consid-
ered. Interpolation between these data points was performed to create the wear map
(Fig.5.1). It can be seen that severe wear (depicted in red) was experienced in samples
of Au thickness below 0.25 µm in almost all loading cases. At the lowest and highest
loads (W= 0.5 N and 2 N, respectively), a slight inflection point in wear is observed,
which reflects the experimental findings. The wear volume is shown to decrease as
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the Au thickness is increased from t = 0.088 µm to 0.5 µm, then increases slightly as
the Au thickness is increased beyond t = 0.5 µm. Thus the cases of minimal wear are
generally found at intermediate Au thicknesses, between 0.5 µm and 0.89 µm.
Because the predicted maximum von Mises stress from FEM simulations cor-
related reasonably well with experimental wear measurements, the FEM simulations
were used as quasi-interpolation points to fill in the relatively sparse experimental data
points in the wear map. Sliding surface simulations of hemisphere-on-multilayered flat
were conducted at combinations of Au thickness t = 0.088, 0.23, 0.38, 0.5, 0.89, and
1.27 µm and applied loads of W= 0.5, 1, and 2 N. The resulting wear map is shown in
Fig.5.2. The FEM wear map shows similar features as the experimental wear map in
that large stresses (i.e., significant wear) is seen for small film thicknesses (t smaller
than 0.25 µm), and the overall level of wear is reduced with decreasing load. Similar
to the experimental findings, the numerical prediction showed an inflection point in
von Mises stress as the Au film thickness was increased. Small Au thicknesses cor-
responded to relatively large von Mises stresses. As the Au thickness increased, the
von Mises stress reached a minimum value at approximately t = 0.4−0.5 µm, then
increased slightly as the Au thickness was further increased.
5.2 Predictive Exposure Map Development
5.2.1 A Mathematical Expression
The classic Archard equation predicts the effects of applied load and sliding speed






Figure 5.1: Experimental wear map after N = 400 cycles.
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Figure 5.2: Predicted wear map from FEM simulations.
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Table 5.1: Hertzian data from 1N indentation on copper substrate.
Copper Young’s modulus Contact radius r Max. contact pressure Pmax
110 GPa 30 µm 690 MPa
where Q is the total volume of wear debris produced; K is a dimensionless constant;
W is the total normal load; L is the sliding distance, and H is the hardness of the
softer contacting surface.
The lack of ability to incorporate film thickness as an influential parameter made
this equation vulnerable for wear assessment in thin film industry. The effects of film
thickness t and applied load W are complex. An effective way to display the com-
bined effects of these two variables is through an mathematical expression, a function
incorporates these variables, describing their effects on the wear behavior of a mate-
rial. It can serve as an important tool to understand the link between film thickness,
applied load and wear mechanism, in order to predict wear performance of electrical
connectors. Given a set of experimental results, it is always possible to find a function
which represents it with an error not greater than the margin of uncertainty in mea-
surements. This is called fitting. Depends on the nature of experiments, the fitting
may require functions with a large number of representative coefficients. Considering
the nonlinear nature in this study, such as material nonlinearity, boundary nonlin-
earity (contact and sliding), the identification of these coefficients to accurately fit
the experimental data requires iterative numerical work. Since the numerical results
showed a close match in behavior with experimental results, the former, greater in
quantity, served as the ”raw data” in forming the mathematical expression. Hertzian
contact model of a uncoated plate under 1N friction-less indentation by a R = 3mm
rigid ball was used to normalized the data. The Hertzian data could be found in the
table below:
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Figure 5.3: Nonlinear curve fit on normalized FEM data for 0.5 N, 1 N and 2 N.






Where, a, b, c and d are constant. t′ is the gold coating thickness divided by the
contact radius r. f is dimensionless and equal to von Mises stress (σvM) divided by
maximum Hertzian contact pressure Pmax, and then multiplies 100 for convenience
in calculation. Matlab optimization toolbox is used to fit the nonlinear function to
the data using Trust-region-reflective algorithm. Subsequently, the best curve fitting
parameters were found at 80th iteration for all three sets of data, see Figure 5.3.
By solving the constants with iterative approximation, the equations for all three














By observing the curves in Fig. 5.3, it could be assumed that a and d follows
a linear function of the normalized normal load (W ′ = W (N)/1(N)). Also noted
that both the first and the second exponential terms in eq. 5.3-5.5 are very close in
magnitude. Therefore, it is possible to form one equation that represents eq. 5.3-5.5
as shown below:






−ĉt′ + g5 (5.6)
Where, g1, g2, g3, g4 and g5 are constant and could be solved from eq. 5.3-5.5. b̂ and
ĉ on the other hand, are the average values of the 1th and 2nd exponential terms in
eq. 5.3-5.5, respectively. The final curve-fit mathematical expression as a function of
dimensionless coating thickness and normal load is:
f = (52.1972W ′ + 21.5183)e−188.4304t
′
+ (5.3522W ′ + 9.3362)e10.5658t
′
+ 5.4188 (5.7)
The fitted curves are satisfactory and displayed in Fig. 5.4 and the R2 values
are displayed in Table 5.2. The curve-fitted wear map (shown in Fig. 5.5) exhibited
accurate prediction on severe wear (red) when the Au coating is thin, and the mild
wear transition when the coating thickness reached 0.38 - 0.5 µm. The orange circled
area showed the mathematical model slightly under-estimated the stress when the
coating thickness t = 0.7− 1 µm.
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Figure 5.4: Final curve fit on normalized FEM data for 0.5 N, 1 N and 2 N.
Figure 5.5: Left: FEM numerical wear map. Right: Curve-fitted wear map, the
orange dotted area showed the mathematical model slightly under-estimated the stress
when coating thickness t = 0.7− 1 µm.
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Table 5.2: R-squared of the exponential curve fitting.
Data sets R2
0.5 N Normal load 0.95
1 N Normal load 0.99
2 N Normal load 0.96
By taking the derivative of the normalized von Mises stress with respect to the




′)[−4054.7− 9835.54W ′ + e(198.996t′)(98.6444 + 56.5503W ′)] (5.8)
Fig. 5.6 demonstrated a strong dependence of stress on Au coating thickness
and an uprising dependence of stress on coating thickness with increasing normal
load when t < 0.5 µm. As the coating thickness became thicker than t = 0.5 µm, the
derivative with respect to t′ in Fig. 5.6 (a) approached zero, meaning the stress has no
dependence on the Au coating thickness. The reason behind this phenomenal might
be the fact that after a critical coating thickness, the substrate effect is significantly
mitigated, instead the gold coating can be treated as bulk. According to Archard
wear law [28], the adhesive wear volume is proportional to normal load if the sliding
distance and material property stays unchanged. Subsequently, one could assume
that the stress obtained from FEM is only proportional to the normal load, provided
the gold layer is considered bulk gold and subjected to reciprocating sliding wear.
It should be noted that a model which has the ambition of becoming a low,
must possess a general character, so that while identified only by a restricted number
of experiments, it is representative of other types of experiment with a predictive
capability. A good model is expressed qualitatively by the set of all possible variation
histories of the variables and quantitatively by the range of the variations within which
the model agrees with the physics [29]. Eq. 5.7 could be used as a mathematical
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Figure 5.6: (a) Dependence of von Mises stress on Au coating thickness. (b) Contour
plot of stress sensitivity on Au coating thickness
tool to predict von Mises stress (i.e. wear) in Au coating under varying normal load
and coating thickness, thus help electrical connector designers effectively identify the
severity of wear when selecting plating thickness.
5.2.2 Predictive Nickel Exposure
The performance of separable eletrical contacts is greatly governed by friction and
wear. When evaluating their wear performance, the common tactics are to check not
only the total wear volume, but also the degree of nickel exposure on the surface. This
is because detrimental oxidized nickel particles will quickly appear on the nascent
Ni surface and their non-conducting nature will subsequently increase the contact
resistance. A Lee has shown the SEM micrographs of wear tracks on the flat surface.
The light and dark areas consist,respectively, of gold and nickel (or copper) due to
larger electron reflectivity of gold, see Fig. 5.7 [3].
A convenient way to quickly predict the Ni exposure from the previous wear mea-
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Figure 5.7: SEM micrographs of wear tracks on the flat surface. The light and
dark areas consist, respectively, of gold and nickel (or copper) due to larger electron
reflectivity of gold [3].
Figure 5.8: Geometry of a perfect spherical ball indenting on a perfectly flat surface.
hw is the indenting depth, t is the coating thickness, and R is the tip radius.
surements and numerical simulations is to imagine a perfect spherical ball indenting
on an ideally smooth flat surface, see Fig. 5.8.








2Rhw − hw2 (5.9)
here A is the area measured by dividing the wear volume over the measured wear scar
length. In the following discussion, hw
t
is used as an dimensionless exposure index to
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Figure 5.9: Linear relationship between exposure index hw
t
and normalized stress from
FEM simulations. R2 = 0.76.
describe the propensity of Ni exposure. Nickel is exposed if hw
t




A linear relationship was found between the exposure index hw
t
and f (normalized













= kf +m (5.11)
here f is the data obtained from eq. 5.7. Fig. 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 exhibited the
normalized wear depth evolution with dotted line hw/t = 1 as reference. The curves
above the dotted line indicates Au coating had been removed from the contact area
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Figure 5.10: Normalized wear depth for varying Au film thicknesses, with an applied
load of 50 g (0.5 N).
and subsequently potential Ni exposure was expected.
The predictive Ni exposure plot based on the data from Fig. 5.1, eq. 5.7, eq.
5.10 and eq. 5.11 was generated by relating hp
t
to Au coating thickness and applied
load. In the bar plot (presented in Fig. 5.13), the y axis is hp
t
minus one, meaning
Ni underplate was exposed (shown in ), if the value is above zero . indicates the
spherical tip has not reached the Ni layer yet, and the Au coating was still remained.
This prediction is valid by assuming the following assumptions:
• The experimental data from Fig. 3.5, 3.5, and 3.6 was a perfect semicircle
shape, and the shape does not change significantly during the reciprocating
sliding process, due to the relative small normal pressure on the hardened gold
surface, and the confined contact region where material flow was limited.
• The mathematical expression obtained from eq. 5.7 predicts well the Max. von
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Figure 5.11: Normalized wear depth for varying Au film thicknesses, with an applied
load of 100 g (1 N).
Mises stress in the gold layer under different normal loads.
• The exposure index and normalized stress from FEM simulations follows a sat-
isfactory linear relationship.
The bar plot exhibited when applied load was under 1N, 0.38 µm coating thickness
gold started to worn off after N = 400 cycle, and when coating thickness less than
0.25 µm expected severe premature wear and Ni exposure after several sliding cycles,
whereas under higher load (2N), Ni underplate exposure was expected at all levels of
gold coating thickness.
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Figure 5.12: Normalized wear depth for varying Au film thicknesses, with an applied
load of 200 g (2 N).
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Figure 5.13: Bar plot of predictive exposure index vs. Au coating thickness under 0.5
N, 1 N, 2 N applied load at N = 400 cycle, respectively.
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Appendix 6
Parametric Studies: The Influence
of Au Elasticity, Ni Plating
Thickness, and Ni Elasticity
The focus of the proposed research is to use numerical modelling to determine
the primary influencers on wear in gold platings in a Cu/Ni/Au layered stacks. The
primary motivation for this project pertains to reduction of connector manufacturing
costs through reduced plating thicknesses. The designated top layer material, Au, is
relatively expensive, and thus the industry is motivated to make the Au layer as thin
as possible. This project will therefore determine the thinnest acceptable Au plating
thickness that can be used in practice. The middle layer material, Ni, is relatively
inexpensive, but takes a relatively long time to deposit. Because this deposition time
has a direct influence on the cost of manufacturing, it is important to reduce the
Ni thickness as well. This will thus determine how different combinations of Ni and
Au thicknesses influence wear and subsurface layer exposure, which is critical for
determining the makeup of future, low-cost, connector designs.
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A secondary source of motivation involves the need to determine the influence of
varying Au and Ni alloying on the overall durability of the connector stack. In regards
to Au, the Au material which was investigated in the previous study was hardened
with cobalt via reduction in grain size. Elastic modulus of the Co-hardened Au was
found to be lower than that of bulk Au; this was determined to be a by-product
of grain boundary refinement. However, another byproduct of this hardening was
increasing brittleness of the alloy, which may have been a contributor to accelerated
wear due to the consequential surface micro-cracks and the transition from adhesive
wear to abrasive wear under sliding load. It is therefore useful to determine how
different Au alloys, with varying elastic moduli, will affect the wear resistance of the
surface. In regards to the Ni layer, nickel sulfamate was used as the Ni alloy in the
connector stack. However, there is speculation that using nickel phosphorus, a harder
alloy, as the Ni material in the connector stack will result in increased durability. This
chapter will determine if this is the case, and in so doing provide valuable information
for future materials use.
6.1 The Influence of Au Elasticity
Noble metals and alloys are widely used in electrical contact materials, particularly
for those used in dry and hydrocarbon-free inert atmospheres. Sliding wear is a
key determinant of the sliding contact performance with metal transfer, friction and
electrical noise affecting contact behavior. For pin-on-flat sliding contacts, the wear
process of unlubricated, soft, ductile metals (Au, Ag, Pd, Sn, and solders) is typically
of adhesion mode [6] [23] [30]. For pure gold, the wear stages goes from prow
formation on the pin to intermediate stage of roughening and work hardening and to
transition to rider wear. For a palladium-alloy pin sliding on a gold-alloy plate, the
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aforementioned stages of wear were also identified [30]. Initially, a prow consisting of
plate material is formed on the pin, and as the prow grows, the track widens. Debris is
back transferred from the prow to the plate, and frequently the debris reincorporated
into the track.
Both the surface and the near-surface material can be important in wear mech-
anisms of noble metals. For some wear couples, delamination theory adequately
explains the wear process, where crack nucleation in the near-surface material occurs
due to accumulation of plastic deformation and subsequent crack extension leads to
debris formation.
Cobalt is usually added to introduce extra hardness to the soft gold, even though
cobalt is generally more costly than nickel. For cobalt-hardened gold, it is noticed that
the hardness increases somewhat more rapidly with increasing cobalt than with nickel
concentration. Fig. 6.1 [31] shows the decrease in friction coefficient associated with
increasing hardness. Lijestrand [5] found four types of wear for electroplated nickel-
hardened gold. The material hardness and plating current density affects the severity
of wear, as shown in Fig. 6.2.
The main effect of Co-hardening is to reduce the Au grain size, thus emphasizing
grain boundary-based strengthening (i.e. increased yield strength) in accordance with
the Hall-Petch relation. However, the elastic modulus of the Co-hardened Au was
found to be lower than that of bulk Au; this was determined to be a by-product
of grain boundary refinement, and similar conclusion can be found in Maharaj and
Bhushan’s work [4].
To study the influence of gold elasticity on the wear performance of gold-coated
electrical contacts, a series of FEM simulations were conducted with varying Young’s
modulus of gold with fixed normal load (0.5N) and coating thickness (0.38 µm). The
maximum von Mises stress in the gold layer was extracted and plotted again its elastic
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Figure 6.1: Variation of cobalt-hardened gold hardness, and the measured coefficient
of friction [4].
Figure 6.2: Dependence of the coefficient of friction on the hardness of nickel hardened
gold when wear tested against springs with clad gold and Au-25Ag-5Cu [5].
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Figure 6.3: Max. von Mises in the gold t = 0.38 µm vs. gold Young’s modulus, from
FEM simulations. W= 0.5 N, µ = 0.3.
moduli, see Fig. 6.3.
A similar trend was found in Fig. 6.3 compared to Fig. 6.2, where if gold is soft,
the von Mises stress rises and might directly related to severe adhesive wear on the
surface. As gold became as hard as nickel (E= 170 GPa), the stress also increases
and could imply more wear in the system due to brittle damage. The optimal gold
Young’s modulus was found at around E= 100 GPa.
It should be noted that elastic modulus is an intrinsic material property and fun-
damentally related to atomic bonding. Hardness is an engineering property and for
some materials it can be related to yield strength. Hardness has strong usefulness
in characterization of different types of microstructures in metals and is frequently
used in the context of comparing things like work-hardened and tempered metals. In
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general, if to plot the indentation (i.e. Vickers) hardness against the elastic modulus
for a large range of materials, E and H increase together. In Johnson’s Contact Me-
chanics book [16] also illustrated the relation between hardness H, Young’s modulus











Assuming poisson’s ratio is 0.5, and α is semi-angle of a conical indenter.
In the case of FEA simulations, one can relate hardness of a material to its elas-
ticity to investigate material load carrying capacity, plastic deformation or material
degradation, etc..The model in this study adequately predicted the wear in gold by
varying the gold elasticity, and a characteristic gold elasticity was found before and
after which the stress increased sharply. Thus, the result could be used by electrical
contacts manufacturers to improve the product durability through manipulation of
the plated gold property.
6.2 The Influence of Nickel Plating Thickness
Nickel is inexpensive is typically used as a underplate underneath the soft gold
layer to add additional mechanical strength to the system, also act as a diffusion
barrier preventing copper oxides creep to the porous gold surface causing high contact
resistance and the possibility of connection breakdown. Examples of the beneficial
role of a hard nickel underplate in reducing wear in gold electrodeposits are given
in Fig. 6.4 [6]. But even so, a nickel-flashed underplate, a 0.46 µm gold top layer
exposed to air for 15 months still shows considerable pore corrosion[39].
It is evident that the nickel underplate was highly effective in reducing wear rates
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Figure 6.4: (a), (b) Hard cobalt-gold, with and without 2.5 µm nickel underplate [6].
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in the gold. Common Nickel plating thickness in electronic connectors is 5 µm, where
relatively high forces can be used. In battery contacts it ranges from 1.5− 2.5 µm. In
recent surface finish technology, nickel has replaced silver as an underplate for gold.
The latter forms silver sulfide at pores in gold in atmospheres that contain traces
of H2S or elemental sulfur, and it spreads over the surface and degrades contact
resistance. Nickel does not produce a spreading film, but if the nickel plated on
copper or copper alloy substrate is porous (pores in gold are superimposed on those
in nickel), Cu2S will form and spread on the surface in a similar fashion. In addition,
nickel will readily be attacked by SO2, and may produce corrosive product at pore
sites.
Although nickel is relatively inexpensive, it takes a relatively long time to deposit.
Because this deposition time has a direct influence on the cost of manufacturing, it
is important to know the optimal plating thickness to maintain its durability while
reducing the manufacturing cost.
Antler [6] conducted experiments on cobalt gold electrodeposits on copper with
varying Ni thicknesses, as shown in Fig. 6.5. Past studies also evaluated the effect
of heating at 200◦C on the contact reliability of 0.5 µm thick pure gold plate on a
polished copper substrate without and with various thicknesses (0.5, 2, 4 µm) of nickel
underplate under 1N load, see Fig. 6.6.
To understand how the plating thickness would affect the overall wear performance
of the electrical contacts and to find the optimal usage of nickel plating, a series of
numerical simulations were conducted by varying the nickel thickness with a fixed Au
thickness t = 0.38 µm at 0.5N applied load. Fig. 6.7 indicates that a characteristic
Ni thickness was found, and the least wear is expected at thickness around 1.5 µm,
thickening the Ni to 5 µm does not mitigate the von Mises stress in the gold layer,
thus the wear performance would most likely remain relatively the same. Noted,
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Figure 6.5: Unlubricated sliding at adhesive wear conditions. (a) 0.75, 2, and 3.3
µm cobalt gold on copper. (b) 3.3 µm cobalt gold on copper with 0, 1.5, 2.5, 4 µm
underplate [6].
Figure 6.6: The contact reliability of 0.5 µm thick pure gold plate on a polished copper
substrate without and with nickel underplate. Probed at 1N. Criterion of satisfactory
contact: contact resistance not in excess of 1 mΩ [1].
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Figure 6.7: Max. von Mises in the gold (t = 0.38 µm) vs. Ni thickness, from FEM
simulations. W= 0.5N, µ = 0.1.
this conclusion assumes no thermal and chemical effects on the material behaviors.
From cost-saving perspective, as long as it doesn’t affect the overall performance
of the product thinner plating is always preferred. Of course, other issues might
be associated with thinner Ni plating should be kept in mind, such as: porosity,
mechanical strength, roughness, resistance to oxidation, etc., while designing cost-
effect electrical contacts.
6.3 The Influence of Ni Elasticity
Electrolytic and electroless Ni deposition is currently used in commercial electrical
contacts. ELectrodeposits are produced by the electrolysis of a solution containing
ionic species with electrons supplied by an external power source. Electroless plating
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Table 6.1: Young’s Modulus of Ni-P coatings.
Property 3 - 4% P 6 - 9% P 11 - 12%P
Young’s Modulus (GPa) 130 100 - 120 170
involves the use of a chemical reducing agent in solution which provides the electrons
for converting metal ions to the elemental form. This process requires a catalytic
surface, and once plating is initiated, the metal being deposited catalyzes the process
further. Phosphorus and Tungsten are the typical options used as additives to adjust
the hardness of the nickel underplate.
6.3.1 Ni-P
The properties and microstructures of electroless NiP (EN) depend on the amount
of phosphorus (P) alloyed in the deposit and post-deposition heat treatment. The
structure of the as-plated EN coatings has been reported to be either crystalline,
amorphous, or a mixture of both. In general, low phosphorus (1 to 5% P) EN deposits
are microcrystalline, medium phosphorus (6 to 9% P) coatings have mixed crystalline
and amorphous microstructures, whereas high phosphorus (10 to 13% P) EN alloys
are amorphous [32]. High phosphorus amorphous EN have outstanding corrosion
resistance, but their hardness and wear resistance are lower than their low phosphorus
counterparts.
The Young’s modulus of Ni-P with different phosphorus content is listed [33] in
Table 6.1:
Yan et al. have found that the hardness of the coating at first increases with
the increase in phosphorous content up to 8% and then decreases [34] (Fig. 6.8).
The maximum hardness attained by the as deposited coating was found to reach
a value of 910 HV0.1. The phosphides act as barriers for dislocation movement,
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thereby increasing the hardness further. However, the hardness of Ni–P films degrades
with excessive annealing due to grain coarsening leading to surface brittleness and
enhanced dislocation propagation.
For tensile strength in as-deposited condition, low phosphorus deposit has the
value of 450 to 550 MPa. Heat treated Ni–P possesses lower tensile strength than
that of as-deposited one but its hardness increases. Its value is found to be 200 to
300 MPa [33].
6.3.2 Ni-W
The stress–strain response of LIGA Ni(5 at.%) W and Ni(15 at.%)W microten-
sile samples were obtained and representative curves are given in Figure 6.9 [35].
The Young’s modulus (E) was determined by linear regression of the initial straight
part of the curves and found to be consistent with measurements made by nanoin-
dentation (Table. 6.2 [35]). Figure 6.9 illustrates the positive effect of annealing on
the mechanical behavior of the LIGA Ni–W samples. Heat treatment increased the
yield strength, ultimate tensile strength and the tensile elongation to failure of all
Ni–W alloys. The Ni(5 at.%) W samples annealed at 400 C remained quite brittle
but the Ni(15 at.%) W samples showed significant plasticity, strain hardening and a
tensile strength of 2 GPa. The strength of Ni–W alloys scales with the amount of
W in the alloy and may be related to solid solution, precipitation or grain boundary
strengthening.
Based on the literature research on Ni–P and Ni–W, a ballpark of their mechanical
properties (e.g. elastic modulus, yield strength, hardness...) are obtained and will be
used in the following numerical simulations to simulate soft/hard Nickel underplate.
It should be kept in mind that these properties are sensitive to P/W content, heat
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Figure 6.8: Effect of phosphorous content on: (a) Micro-hardness of Ni–P coating.
(b) Wear volume [1]
Table 6.2: Hardness and elastic modulus of the as-deposited LIGA Ni–W obtained
from microtensile and nanoindentation tests.
Samples E from tension test (GPa) E from hardness test (GPa)
Ni - 5 at.% W 180 179
Ni - 15 at.% W 204 222
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Figure 6.9: Uniaxial tensile stress–strain curves for as-deposited and annealed Ni–W
samples: (a) Ni(5 at.%) W and (b) Ni(15 at.%) W.
treatment, grain size [36], deposition process, and so on.
In this series of parametric study, the maximum von Mises stress in the gold layer
(t = 0.38 µm, 0.5N applied load) was extracted by varying the Ni elasticity, while
keeping all other parameters the same. The result shown in Fig. 6.10 indicates low
von Mises stress in the gold layer when Ni modulus is in the range of ENi = 120−170
GPa. Referring to results in Section 1, it seemed the von Mises stress in the gold
layer was sensitive to both the Young’s modulus of Au and Ni. According to King’s
study on stresses in a two-dimensional layered elastic half-space [37], stresses in the
medium was found to be dependent on the relative stiffness of the layered system,
rather than individual coating elasticity or substrate elasticity.
Therefore, two series of numerical studies were carried out by varying the ratio of
EAu/ENi. The gold Young’s modulus were set to 71 GPa and 80 GPa, respectively,
and the Ni modulus changed from 100 to 250 GPa to keep the ratio of EAu to ENi
the same in the simulations, see Fig 6.11.
It was found in both cases that the von Mises stress in the gold layer varies with
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Figure 6.10: Max. von Mises in the gold (t = 0.38 µm) vs. Ni elasticity, from FEM
simulations. W= 0.5 N, µ = 0.1.
Figure 6.11: Max. von Mises in the gold (t = 0.5 µm) vs. EAu/ENi, from FEM
simulations. W= 1 N, µ = 0.1, tNi = 4 µm
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the coating-to-substrate stiffness ratio. The stress decreased when the ratio reached
around 0.45 and intensified when the system became more compliant. Fig. 6.11






Adhesive wear occurs when surfaces experience metal transfer. Tangential shear
under compression at the contact interface of strong adhesive bonding generates
slips along slip planes in the contact region. As a result of the slips, flake-like
shear tongues are formed, and are followed by a crack initiation and propagation
in the combined fracture mode of tensile and shear in the leading region of the
contact. The large plastic deformation in the contact region sometimes forms a
wedge-like shape, which is followed by crack initiation and propagation in the
combined fracture mode of tensile and shear in the trailing region of the contact.
Thin Co-Au electro-deposited plates suffered severe adhesive wear followed by
complete removal of gold in the contact area. Nickel was then exposed and
emerged on the surface causing abrasive wear in the groove. Subsequently, non-
conductive particles generated from oxidation and corrosion on the nascent Ni
material are responsible for the rise in contact resistance. Displaced material
may be removed in chip form or can flow to the slides of the groove with loose
particle formation.
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(ii) Delamination theory of wear
The physics behind the existence of the “ inflection point” can be explained
by referring to the delamination theory of wear [38]. The theory is based on
the fact that dislocations generated in the soft metallic coating is not stable
and will very likely to be expelled by the external forces. The formation of
this “low dislocation density zone” helps the film remain soft and function as a
protective layer without appreciable strain-hardening and subsequent fracture.
However, if the plate exceeds a critical thickness, dislocation accumulation and
strain-hardening can take place in the plated layer, leading to wear by delami-
nation within the plate. Loose particles will cause plouging and further material
removal. This critical thickness varies with different coating-substrate system.
Typically reported value is less than 1 µm or somewhere around 1-2 µm. This
critical value is also dependent on substrate material, temperature, humidity
[39]. In our case, the critical thickness of gold film stands between 0.38-0.5 µm
with 0.5-2N load range. This finding will lead to significant costs saving with
reduced gold usage when designing electrical components.
(iii) Correlation between wear and modeling
By comparing the wear map between experimental data and FEM prediction,
we found a very close match between the two, in particular wear volume and
stress decrease till a minimum point (inflection point) as coating thickness in-
creases, then start to increase once passed the critical thickness. This has been
consistent within all the tests and simulations. Although the FEM wear map
compared well with that of experiment in several ways, there were some notice-
able discrepancies. Firstly, the predicted von Mises stress at Au thickness of
t = 0.088 µm and applied load of W = 0.5N was not nearly as large as that
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which was found for the t = 0.088 µm and W = 1N case. Also, the rise in von
Mises stress at t smaller than 0.25 µm was not nearly as dramatic as that of
the rise in wear when the Au thickness was decreased in the lower load bound.
These discrepancies can be due to inaccuracies and/or variations in the Au film
thickness of the plated samples, as well as the effect of surface roughness in the
experiment that was not captured by the model.
A satisfactory mathematical expression has been found by curve fitting the
FEM data. This function incorporated the combined effects of film thickness
and applied load on the stress field in the gold coating. The accurate prediction
on the critical coating thickness when wear transits from severe to mild can serve
as a robust tool for plating engineers to identify the optimal plating thickness
range, without sacrificing the wear performance.
Additionally, nascent Ni exposure prediction has been made based on the both
the experimental results and the mathematical equation, which can help identify
additional failure mode caused by potential nickel oxides in electrical contacts.
Lastly, a series of parametric studies on Ni and Au elasticity and Ni plating thick-
ness have provided useful information and have identified the optimal choices
for the selection of the coating and the underplate material and thickness.
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Appendix A
Appendix - Mesh Convergence
Study
A grid convergence test was conducted as an integral step in ensuring the accuracy
of the FEM simulations. The purpose of a grid convergence (also known as grid inde-
pendence) test is to ensure that the simulation results do not depend on the topology
or resolution of the FEM mesh. In order to conduct the convergence test, simulation
runs with the same boundary conditions and input parameters (e.g., material prop-
erties, etc.) were conducted, with only the resolution of the mesh varied amongst
the different simulations. The variation of a critical parameter was then observed
between the different simulations. The grid was considered to be convergent if the
parameter of interest approached a constant value as the grid resolution became finer.
This would essentially imply that the overall FEM solution will approach its exact,
analytical state if the resolution was decreased to an infinitesimally small value.
For the initial convergence study, an Au thickness of 1.27µm (50µinch) in and
applied load of 50g (0.5N) was chosen. Separate, physically-equivalent simulation
runs were then conducted with varying numbers of mesh elements across the thickness
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Figure A.1: Grid convergence result: variation of maximum von-Mises stress in Au
film with mesh size. Au thickness t = 1.27µm.
Figure A.2: Grid convergence results: Maximum Au von Mises stress in terms of %
error in relation to the von Mises stress of the highest-resolution simulation.
of the Au film. The chosen critical parameter of interest was the maximum von Mises
stress in the Au film, which varied with grid size according to Fig. A.1:
Considering the maximum von-Mises stress from the highest-resolution case as
being the most accurate result, the corresponding stresses from the remaining simu-
lations were considered in terms of percent error, as in:
%error = |σm − σm,HR
σm,HR
| × 100 (A.1)
where σm and σm,HR are the maximum von Mises stresses from the simulation of
interest and from the highest-resolution simulation, respectively. The results of the
convergence study are shown in Fig. A.2.
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The mesh convergence study showed that the FEM results are independent of the
mesh density in the model, thus the FEM/experimental comparison was sufficiently




Appendix - Literature Reported
Gold, Nickel Thin Film properties
For gold and nickel films, the Young’s modulus varies because of different crystal
sizes, preparation methods and measurement techniques. The electroplated nickel
showed significant variability depending on the deposition conditions and measure-
ment technique.
The main effect of Co-hardening is to reduce the Au grain size, thus emphasizing
grain boundary-based strengthening (i.e. increased yield strength) in accordance with
the Hall-Petch relation. However, the elastic modulus of the Co-hardened Au was


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.1: Literatures on Au-Ni adhesion energy.
Literature Sample Work of adhesion
Lipkin, 1998 [49] Gold-sapphire interface, cold-pressed 0.6 - 1.0 J/m2
Moody, 2003 [50] Gold-sapphire interface, sputter-deposited 1.3 J/m2
Table C.2: Au-Ni adhesion energy.
Au thickness (µm) Maximum load (mN) Critical load (mN) Work of adhesion
0.5 (Ra = 0.248 µm) 100 17.6 1.6±0.1 J/m2
1.27 (Ra = 0.248 µm) 100 57.8 5.5±0.3 J/m2
1.27 (Ra = 0.06 µm) 120 25.5 2.11±0.08 J/m2
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Appendix D
Appendix - Published Paper
In this appendix, the published paper on the tribological performance of PEEK
coating is attached.
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a b s t r a c t
Poly-ether–ether–ketone (PEEK) coatings are often applied as solid lubricant films in tribosystems
because of their notable wear resistance, corrosion resistance, and self-lubricating capacity. However,
little is known about the effect of coating thickness on the plastic deformation, residual stresses and
energy dissipation of PEEK when placed under sliding load. Moreover, the effect of substrate rigidity on
coating stresses and deformation under sliding load are also under-researched. Having such knowledge is
of significant importance in order to reduce damage of engineering parts and extend their lifetime.
In this study, the effects of PEEK coating thickness and substrate elasticity are analyzed using a 3D
ball-on-flat finite element model as well as experimental analysis using a linear reciprocating tribometer.
The experimental tests were performed with samples that incorporated PEEK coatings of various
thicknesses on alumina and steel substrates. It was found that under a constant normal load, stresses,
strain and energy dissipation were sensitive to both substrate material and coating thickness. Thicker
coatings were shown to provide a cushioning effect to the substrate under high stress. Additionally,
PEEK-coated alumina samples demonstrated a lower friction coefficient than steel samples with coatings
of similar thickness. It was shown from both simulation and experiment, the optimum combination,
within the range the experiments were conducted, for minimizing residual stress and possible fatigue
damage was an alumina substrate with a relatively thick PEEK coating layer.
& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Surface coatings are commonly used in tribological applications
in order to minimize friction and wear. The coating thickness and
the choice of substrate material are two important parameters that
affect the stress, strain, and sliding energy loss of a coated
tribosurface [1]. Using a soft coating atop a hard substrate allows
for the combination of low shear strength and small contact area
under applied load; thus a low coefficient of friction would be
expected. Poly-ether–ether–ketone (PEEK), a semicrystalline ther-
moplastic, is widely used as a surface coating for minimizing
friction and wear in sliding interfaces in this manner. Measure-
ments have shown PEEK to have excellent mechanical and
chemical resistance properties, as well as thermal stability [2–4],
which warrants its use as a versatile tribological coating.
A number of studies have been conducted to determine the
tribological properties of PEEK, PEEK-based composites and PEEK
coatings. Zhang et al. examined and concluded at high applied
load, the tribological behavior of amorphous PEEK could be closely
related to its viscoelastic behavior [5,6]. Their studies showed that
PEEK coatings exhibit relatively low friction coefficient and wear
rate, and can effectively reduce the plow and the adhesion
between the two relative sliding parts. Patel and collaborators
performed scratch tests of PEEK coatings on stainless steel sub-
strates, concluding that the skewness of the surface roughness
affects the adhesion of the coating formed. PEEK coatings on
surfaces with positive skewness show better coating adhesion
than similar surfaces with negative skewness [7].
Many studies have used simulation predictions to determine the
contract pressure and shear stress of a coated elastic system under
sliding contact [3,5,6,8]. In particular, notable studies by Holmberg
and collaborators performed finite element modeling (FEM) simula-
tions of hard surface coatings on soft substrates [9–12]. However,
very little information is known about the tribological effect of soft
surface coatings on various substrates. In this paper, both FEM
simulation results and experimental data were compared to study
the effects of PEEK coating thickness and substrate material. The
elasto-plastic parametric model was capable of predicting the stress
and strain distributionwithin the coating and substrate as well as the
energy dissipation for various film/substrate combinations. The worn
surfaces of the coatings and the substrates were analyzed with
optical profilometry.
2. Finite element modeling domain
A three-dimensional finite element model was carried out in
order to further understand the contact stresses, mechanical
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strain, and frictional forces under indentation and linear sliding.
The model consisted of a 6.5 mm radius rigid hemisphere sliding
with a normal load of W¼10 N on a flat substrate with a PEEK
coating of thickness t¼15 μm and t¼35 mm. The hemisphere was
specified to perform a lateral “scratch” of 500 mm displacement
against the coated sample.
The half-spherical tip was set as a rigid body and the substrate
to be linear-elastic. The polymer coating layer, meanwhile, mod-
eled elasto-plastic behavior with isotropic strain hardening. Due to
symmetry, only one half of the hemispherical indenter and
substrate were modeled. The symmetry plane z¼0, where z is
the coordinate perpendicular to the z–y plane, can be seen in Fig. 1.
The bottom of the plate was constrained in all 6 degrees of
freedom to have it fixed throughout the whole simulation,
whereas the load and sliding boundary conditions were applied
to the rigid ball.
The FEM mesh is shown in Fig. 2. The substrate and the coating
layer were discretized by about 60,000 linear three-dimensional
hexahedral 8-noded elements having a total of 66,000 nodes.
The mesh size at the densest mesh area was approximately 0.5 μm.
The FEM model controlled the incremental size adaptively in each
step according to convergence criteria.
The outer surface of the ball was defined as the master surface
and the coating surface as to be the slave surface. The contact
pressure–overclosure relationship used in the FEM model was
chosen as the “hard” contact model. It allowed up to n points on a
surface to “overclose” by a certain distance, hmax, before contact
pressure was transmitted. If the overclosure exceeded hmax, the
contact state was changed from open to closed, the slave node is
moved back to the master surface. Contact surface roughness was
considered ideally smooth throughout each simulation.
Friction was modeled using a standard Coulomb model,
wherein the frictional shear was equal to the product of coefficient
of friction and contact pressure. The input coefficient of friction
was 0.6 based on PEEK to steel under sliding condition[13,14]. It is
worth noting that, although the model does not simulate adhesive
force and plowing effect individually, the corresponding friction
generated from the model was a sufficient representation of both.
The material parameters to calculate stress and strain distribu-
tion can be found in Table 1. The equilibrium solution was
calculated using a Newton–Raphson Iteration Method, with the
process modeled as quasi-static.
3. Numerical Results
3.1. Plastic deformation within the coating
The plastic deformation within the PEEK coating at the end of
sliding is shown in Fig. 3. The figures are topographical strain field
maps where the spherical tip and the substrate are invisible in
order to display the deformation on the plate. The color contours
correspond to strain levels in the coating and the substrate. The
15 mm thickness coatings on both the steel and alumina substrates
showed high stress concentrations throughout the coating,
whereas the simulations with thicker coatings had concentrations
of high strain along the contact surface. The red zones indicate the
locations where coating damage, debonding and material loss
would most likely occur.
The predicted maximum plastic equivalent strain indicated that
the steel substrate with 15 mm thickness coating exhibits the
highest plastic deformation out of all of the observed cases.
Although PEEK exhibits excellent deforming flexibility, large
deformations of this sort indicate that the coating would most
likely experience breakage and/or wear for this case. The result
serves as a good reference when compared to other group
combinations, especially the alumina plate with 35 mm coating
whose maximum strain is less than 0.5. One can also observe that
the thicker coating places the high stress concentrations on the
top surface, leaving what is underneath protected. In that sense it
has a higher load carrying capacity than thinner coating. In other
words, regardless of substrate material, under a given applied load
the thicker coating demonstrated a better plastic deformation
resistance.
3.2. Equivalent tensile stresses on the coated substrate
Figs. 4 and 5 show the predicted von Mises (i.e., equivalent
tensile) stress field of the 15 mm-coated steel and alumina samples
at various times during the sliding process. It can be seen that the
Fig. 1. Schematic of ball-on-flat FEM model.
Fig. 2. Mesh on the FEM model. The figure shows the sliding direction and substrate contacting surface.
Table 1












Alumina 3690 310 0.27 Elastic Radius: 6.5 mm
Steel 7650 200 0.3 Rigid Length: 15 mm
Thickness: 1 mm
Width: 2 mm
PEEK 1320 3.6 0.4 90 Thickness: 15 mm,
35 mm
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coating and the substrate deform under sliding load in both
simulations, leaving an irreversible groove behind the sliding tip.
Additionally, the zones of largest stress were shown to occur
beneath the coating and at the coating/substrate interfaces. These
zones indicate the possibility of crack initiation/propagation as
well as coating delamination.
Predictions of the von Mises stresses of the 35 mm-coated
alumina and steel samples are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
These stress fields show that almost no stress concentration spots
were found between the interfacial surfaces during sliding. At
the end of the simulation, the zone of largest von Mises stress
was observed on top of the surface as opposed to the thinner
coating where maximum stress areas lied under the coating
surface and throughout the coating body. This is presumably
because the load bearing role of the substrate is reduced when
the film thickness is increased. In this manner, the thicker surface
Fig. 3. Predicted strain distribution of PEEK-coated alumina samples at the end of sliding. (a) 15 mm thickness PEEK coating on steel substrate. (b) 35 mm thickness PEEK
coating on steel substrate. (c) 15 mm thickness PEEK coating on alumina substrate. (d) 35 mm thickness PEEK coating on alumina substrate.
Fig. 4. von Mises stress contour map of PEEK coating and at the symmetry plane intersection of the plate. Sliding direction is from left to right. (a) 10 N load and indentation
starts on 15 mm thickness coated steel plate. (b) 0.25 mm sliding on 15 mm thickness coated steel plate. (c) End of 0.5 mm sliding on 15 mm thickness coated steel plate.
Fig. 5. von Mises stress contour map of PEEK coating and at the symmetry plane intersection of the plate. Sliding direction is from left to right. (a) 10 N load and indentation
starts on 15 mm thickness coated alumina plate. (b) 0.25 mm sliding on 15 mm thickness coated alumina plate. (c) End of 0.5 mm sliding on 15 mm thickness coated
alumina plate.
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coating acts as a “pillow” to protect the substrate from being
damaged.
4. Experimentation
In order to validate the predictions of the numerical model, a set
of tribological experiments were performed on alumina and 440C
steel samples with PEEK coatings of 15 mm and 35 mm thicknesses,
respectively. Material parameters and sample geometry can be
referred to Table 1. In order to fabricate the test samples, ultrasonic
cleaned and polished steel and alumina plates were sprayed with
liquid dispersions of PEEK (Victrex Ltd.). The coated substrates were
heated at 120 1C for 5 min, then elevated to and held at 400 1C
(i.e., higher than the melting point of PEEK) for 8 min. After being
cooled to ambient temperature, steel and alumina substrates with
PEEK coatings were obtained. By varying the conditions of the
dispersive spray, coatings of 15 mm and 35 mm were obtained (as
measured by step-height contact profilometry).
A ball-on-flat tribosystem (Fig. 8) was used to measure the
tribological properties of the coated samples under linear recipro-
cating sliding contact. The normal load was specified to beW¼10 N,
with the a sliding displacement of Δ¼500 mm and frequency 8 Hz
used for all tests. The test duration was 400 s. During each test, the
frictional force Ff (t) and sliding displacement δ(t) were recorded. In
order to mimic the interfacial pressure caused by the rigid hemi-
sphere that was used in the FEM model, an alumina ball was used
for experiments on the alumina-based samples, while a 440C steel
ball was used for tribotesting of the samples with steel substrates.
The tests were conducted at ambient conditions (relative
humidity¼15%). In addition to observing the friction coefficient,
the energy loss due to reciprocating friction was observed from
observation and integration of force–displacement curves. Finally,
the surface wear of the coating was measured using optical
profilometry after the conclusion of each test.
4.1. Results and discussion
4.1.1. Friction coefficient
Figs. 9 and 10 show the root mean square friction coefficient
versus operation time, illustrating the dependence of friction
coefficient on the substrate material and coating thickness.
The alumina sample with 35 mm thickness coating demonstrated
a low coefficient of m¼0.2, while the alumina sample with 15 mm
thickness coating had a higher friction coefficient of m¼0.45.
However, the steel-based samples produced an even higher fric-
tion coefficient of m¼0.6, with the coating thickness having
a negligible effect on friction. In the tribotests of both of the
steel-based samples, the coefficient of friction starts at a relatively
low value but increases over time, possibly due to progressive
plastic deformation of the steel substrate.
4.1.2. Wear scar analysis
Topography profiles of the steel and alumina samples with
35 mm thickness coatings are shown in Fig. 11a and b, respectively.
These topographies show the maximum wear depth of PEEK-
coated steel to be 4 mm, while the PEEK-coated alumina was found
Fig. 6. von Mises stress contour map of PEEK coating and at the symmetry plane intersection of the plate. Sliding direction is from left to right. (a) 10 N load and indentation
starts on 35 mm thickness coated steel plate. (b) 0.25 mm sliding on 35 mm thickness coated steel plate. (c) End of 0.5 mm sliding, tip was unloaded from 35 mm thickness
coated steel plate.
Fig. 7. von Mises stress contour map of PEEK coating and at the symmetry plane intersection of the plate. Sliding direction is from left to right. (a) 10 N load and indentation
starts on 35 mm thickness coated alumina plate. (b) 0.25 mm sliding on 35 mm thickness coated alumina plate. (c) End of 0.5 mm sliding, tip was unloaded from 35 mm
thickness coated alumina plate.
Fig. 8. Schematic of the ball-on-flat CETR tribosystem.
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to have a maximumwear depth of approximately 3 mm. This result
shows that the steel substrate, being a softer material than
alumina, causes a larger contact area which results in higher
friction force and greater material loss.
4.1.3. Energy dissipation
The main factor that dominates the behavior of energy gen-
eration within the contact of sliding system is the interfacial
friction. In general, the frictional energy of contacting bodies is
governed by the combination of applied load, displacement,
material properties and size. [15] concludes that the increase in
energy dissipation in sliding contact results in increase in surface
damage. Extensive studies have been reported by Fouvry and
collaborators who analyzed energy dissipation in coated surfaces
sliding contact [16–18]. Their studies showed that energy dissipa-
tion is the primary parameter needed to quantify damage (e.g.,
plastic deformation, frictional heating and wear debris). It is
therefore of interest to investigate the effect of coating thickness
and substrate elasticity on sliding energy dissipation, as such
analysis will allow for additional insight into the damage mechan-
isms of coated surfaces under sliding contact.
Figs. 12 and 13 show plots of the frictional force Ff(t) versus
sliding displacement δ(t) (i.e., hysteresis loops) for each of the
displacement cycles in each of the tribological tests performed.
The gross slip fretting regime is observed from the shape of the
loops. From these images, it can be seen that the alumina-based
samples experienced the lowest energy loss. Because the sliding
load of coated surfaces is largely supported by the substrate, the















































Fig. 10. COF versus number of cycles plot of alumina plate with 15 mm, 35 mm,
thickness PEEK coating.
Fig. 11. Post-wear topography of wear scar and cross-sectional profile of (a) steel substrate with 35 mm PEEK coating and (b) alumina substrate with 35 mm coating.
Coating Thickness = 15µm Coating Thickness = 35µm
Fig. 12. Measured hysteresis loops of PEEK-coated alumina samples.
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stiffness. Being a stiffer substrate than steel, the use of alumina
leads to smaller contact area and therefore reduced energy loss
and material damage. However, increased amounts of friction,
heat generation and plowing are likely to take place in the steel-
based samples because of the relative softness of the substrate.
Fig. 14 presents an overall comparison between the measured
total energy loss and the frictional and plastic energy dissipation
that were predicted from simulation. In all cases, the measured
energy loss per cycle exceeds that of the simulation, with the
difference attributed to thermal energy dissipation effects. This
comparison shows that the alumina-based samples exhibited
significantly less energy loss per cycle, which is a result of the
higher contact area and friction of the steel-based samples. It can
thus be surmised that frictionally-generated heat, adhesion wear
and plowing would also play a relatively important role for the
PEEK-coated steel samples during interfacial sliding.
5. Conclusions
In this study, a numerical finite element model was used in
comparison with experimental measurements to determine the
influence of the substrate material and PEEK coating thickness on
tribological performance. The following conclusions can be drawn:
1. From the numerical model, samples with thinner (15 mm thick)
PEEK coatings demonstrated larger stresses within the sub-
strate. During the sliding motion, several high stress concen-
tration spots were observed at the interfaces. At the end of
sliding, concentrations of large stresses were observed under-
neath and throughout the coating. However, for samples with
the thicker (35 mm thick) PEEK coating, concentrations of large
stress were found at the top surface of the coating, as opposed
to being within the interface.
2. The amount of energy dissipation during interfacial sliding was
found to be a combined function of frictional energy dissipa-
tion, plastic deformation, heat generation, and wear debris
generation. For the alumina-based samples, frictional energy
dissipation and plastic deformation effects were shown to be
major contributors to the overall energy loss. However, for the
PEEK-coated steel samples, higher friction forces were
observed from experiment. These relatively large friction forces
were attributed to increased amounts of thermal energy
generation.
3. The coated steel samples were shown to have significantly
greater friction and material wear than the coated alumina
samples. This is because the deflection of the softer steel
substrate leads to a greater contact area, which leads to higher
friction, plastic deformation and wear volume.
In practice, there are many reasons why the FEM model may
not be valid. Perfect adhesion may not exist between the coating
and the substrate cracking may arise with the film or the substrate.
The likelihood of any one of these phenomena occurring increases
as the stress within the coating and substrate increases. Thicker
films tend to detach from the substrate which also contribute to
total energy loss. Therefore the model is expected to be less
accurate for larger applied loads or harder coatings. Additionally,
some plowing effect could be seen from the wear scars, whereas it
is minor in the model. This is because the plowing process
includes not only material plastic deformation but also material
damage and removal, which were not simulated in the model.
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